
 

 

September 11, 2016 

The Secrets of the Savior (2) Mark 9:14-37  

Jesus and three of the disciples had been on the mountain 
learning divine truth and seeing the divine glory of Jesus.  
They learned what others still had not grasped or 
comprehended; Jesus was the beloved Son, full of glory.  
The command to not tell anyone became easier to obey 
when they came down the mountain to the chaos that was 
developing between the other nine disciples, religious 
leaders, and a sick boy.  In the midst of chaos and self-
focused thinking, Jesus still has lessons for life and growth. 

1. All things are ________________ to him who believes 

(Mark 9:14-29) 

a) The disciples could not _________ the demon-

possessed boy (vs. 14-18) (6:7, 13) 

b) We have faith that Jesus can do ________________ -  

we use courage to live by His decisions (vs. 19-24)  

c) Prayer is a powerful __________of faith (vs. 25-29)  

I will use prayer and the ________________ of Jesus to  

empower the faith that I live by. 

2. Jesus would be killed and _________ again 

(Mark 9:30-32) 

a) Jesus used the time in Galilee to teach His  

disciples about His upcoming _______________, 

death and resurrection (vs. 30-31) (Romans 4:24-25) 
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b) The disciples didn’t _________________ His teaching  

and were afraid to ask questions (vs. 32)  

I will seek to have a faith that trusts Jesus for things I have 

never _________. 

3. Greatness occurs when you are a _______________ 

(Mark 9:33-37) 

a) The first must be last and servant of ______ (vs. 33-35)  

b) The first must be last and ______________ those 

who are least (vs. 36-37) 

I will focus on who I am serving and not who I am 

__________________. 

MY STANDARD FOR FAITH: 

Jesus, please let your truth give me faith in what I cannot 

see so that I may live in a way that ______________ Your  

power and wisdom. 
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b) The disciples didn’t understand His teaching  

and were afraid to ask questions (vs. 32)  

I will seek to have a faith that trusts Jesus for things I have 

never seen. 

3. Greatness occurs when you are a servant 

(Mark 9:33-37) 

a) The first must be last and servant of all (vs. 33-35)  

b) The first must be last and receive those  

who are least (vs. 36-37) 

I will focus on who I am serving and not who I am 

impressing. 

MY STANDARD FOR FAITH: 

Jesus, please let your truth give me faith in what I cannot 

see so that I may live in a way that honors Your  

power and wisdom. 
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